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Introduction to the Update on the Type-64 CSA Note Survey

For the past several years I have been keeping track of the serial numbers on
Criswell Type-64 Confederate States of America notes [1,2,3,4].   In this article, as of
July 16, 2011, I report on serial number information from 1641 examples of this
issue.  In an earlier article in Paper Money [1] I reported on observations from 976
notes (as of September 15, 2007); in additional I report earlier data that contained
the first 604 observations (as of Dec 23, 2005).  The serials have ranged between 8
and 38386.  I am more convinced than before that serial 38386 is near to or might
just be the very last note issued from this type.   This assertion remains the focus of
this update article. 

Is this the last CSA note issued? Note the serial number 38386.

A Statistical Look at the Type-64 CSA Note

The graph following displays all 1641 serials in order of serial number along
with two earlier versions of the data, one after 976 and one after 604 observed notes.
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Graph of 1641 notes observed to July 16, 2011.

Graph of 976 notes observed to September 15, 2007.
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Graph of 604 serials observed by December 23, 2005

Note the full coverage of the serial number range, without obvious gaps or
large ranges of missing serials, especially for the 1641-note case.  The equations
shown are for the best fit straight lines and are consistent with these sets of serial
numbers being highly linear.  Note that the R2 value continues to increase as more
notes are seen from of 0.9949 to 0.99638 to 0.99792.  This number indicates ever
more linearity and implies the data cover the serial range extremely uniformly.  The
slopes of  the straight line fits are 67.147, 40.33691 and 23.85543 and are close mea-
sures of the average separation between any given pair of the serials.  The actual aver-
age separation for the current 1641 note case is 23.4 as we continue to add precision
to the data.  

A measure of the amount we could expect the average to vary is known as the
standard deviation and is 26.1 for the current results.  This means that about 2/3 of
the separations will fall within 26.1 of the average separation of 23.4.  Very few fall 2
or 3 standard deviations from the mean; for example a mere 40 pairs of notes are sep-
arated by more than 100 serials and only 3 pairs surpass 150 serials.  This means that
it is almost a sure thing that the final serial seen, 38386, will not be more than 50 or
so off from the true end serial.  As more numbers are observed we will get more and
more sure of this. 

Next we come to the relative frequency of the notes.  This is defined by the
number observed divided by the total  number printed, including the serial letters.
Three versions of the notes were identified by Criswell: Type 489, 489A, and 489B
[5].  These were supposed to be regions of dark, light, and dark red printings but it is
not precise. The frequency and other data are shown in the following chart and bar
graph:
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TABLE 1

Serial Range # Printed Type # Seen Frequency

1-6000 24000 489A 245 0.0102
6001-33000 108000 489 1116 0.0103
33001-38386 21544* 489B 280 0.0130
Total 153544* 1641 0.0107

In the Table I assumed the Type 489B notes ceased production with the last
serial observed, 38386.

We see in the above graph that the Type 489B have have survived with the
most frequency (30% more than the other types) whereas Types 489 and 489A are
observed with the same relative frequency.

You can make a difference.
Remember SPMC in your year-end gift giving.

Help support the Society’s educational 501(C) 3 activities.
Your deducation is tax deductible.  See p. 448 for info.

Make out your check to the SPMC Treasurer and mail today.
All gifts will be acknowleged.  Thank you.
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The figure shown below is a snap shot of the serials in order for CR 489B
(Serials greater than 33000).  As can be seen these notes have even lower differences
between serials than Types 489 and 489A with a slope of just 18.5.  This more strong-
ly supports the idea that 38386 is very close to the end of the run, since the Type
489B have such a small average separation.

To show the fullness of the data another way I display a differential version
of the data in the graphs below.  The vertical scale is the difference between a given
serial and the one preceding it in the set of observed numbers (labeled “change”) and
the horizontal axis is each note’s serial number.
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Note two things: the uniform spread of the serial number separations and
the abrupt end of the data at or near 38386.  The fit line for the current data has a
very low R2 value of 0.003715 which means that the differences show no apparent
functional relationship to serial number; i.e. the set is a nearly uniform set of differ-
ences as might be expected from random observations).  Since the last report the
greatest single difference has fallen from about 300 to 186.  As mentioned above the
average separation is 23.4 and most separations are below 50.

The randomness of the data may also be displayed by looking at the serial
letters.  There were four notes to a sheet with the top note having a serial letter of A
and the bottom note being D.  The next plot shows the serial letter distribution for
the observed notes and it displays an essentially even spread among the four letters.
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This also was true after 976 viewed notes:

Serial letter distribution after 976 notes

Raphael Thian gives two related pieces of information in his book, Register
of the Confederate Debt [6].  First, the serial number with the last recorded signature
combination for the Type-64 notes is 32900.  Second, the last observed serial number
by Thian was 37607, and he indicates his data are incomplete although he had access
to thousands of Confederate notes.  Once again, from this it is reasonable to suppose
that my observed last serial of 38386 is near or perhaps at the end of the issued notes.  

A final bit of information may be gleaned from both the 1641 and 976
observed serials.  I looked at the last six groups of one thousand serials (this consti-
tutes the entire range of Criswell 489B notes, the ones often that come with the mar-
velous dark red ink) and counted how many notes there were in each group of a thou-
sand serials.  I observed the following: 

Group of Thousand Serials 976 Note Set 1641 Note Set
33001-34000 30 47
34001-35001 32 64
35001-36000 34 56
36001-37000 39 49
37001-38000 35 49
38001-last note (38386) 13 15

For the current data set Criswell 489B notes (with the range of serial num-
bers 33001 to 38000) there is on average 53 observed notes per 1000 serials with only
a small variation in the numbers observed.  The sudden drop to 15 serials above
38000 is a clear indication that the serials stopped abruptly.  Extrapolating the rate of
observed notes of  53 per 1000 to the range above 38000 and using the fact that 15
notes have been observed above 38000 leads to a predicted end of the serial range to
be 38000 + (15/53)*1000 or 38283.   This is fairly close to 38386 indicating that it is
close to the end.  
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Other Interesting Comments
An interesting check of the data base occurred when I observed the following

listing in a recent Hugh Shull catalog:  “T-64 CR 489 $500 Washington-Jackson-Flag A Neat
Uncirculated Pair Consecutive Numbered 39043 & 39044 UNC…[7].”  I couldn’t wait to get
to Memphis to check the notes out in person to see if this could be so; my analysis said this
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would be almost unthinkable since it was over 600 serials above my end serial of 38386.  Sure enough the pair was
wrongly numbered in the catalog!

An error note was seen that has two different serials 33527 and 33528.  This was entered into the database as
33527.5.

Conclusions
I conclude with more confidence than I had in my last article in Paper Money [1]  that the illustrated note with

serial 38386 must be very near the end of the run for the Type-64 notes.   It is surely the case that the note featured in
this article is from near the end of the war and, to my knowledge has the highest known serial number for a Type-64
$500 note.  If another note was found above 38386 a reasonable estimate of its value would be within one standard
deviation of the mean change. This yields a range of serials from 38386 to 38412.     

I will continue my study. Since the last article I’ve made 1641-976 = 665 observations in a period of about 45
months or about 15 a month.  Similarly, in the 21 month prior to September 2007 I saw 976-604 = 372 new serials or
just about 18 per month.   I do note that I’m seeing more and more duplicates as well. This tells me that the rate of new
observations likely will slow soon.  Of course, there are many T-64s in collections, institutions, and especially the
Smithsonian with its world’s largest repository of Confederate Currency of inherited notes from the Rebel Archives [8].
Thus, it is quite likely that there are several thousand surviving notes out there.  

If readers have additional serial number and letter reports I would be pleased to receive them at
sfeller@coe.edu.
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